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HALLÁS UTÁNI SZÖVEGÉRTÉS - LISTENING 

TASK 1  
 

1. C 
2. A 
3. A 
4. B 
5. C 
6. A 
7. B 
8. A 
9. B 
10. B 
11. B 
12. C 
13. B 
14. B 
15. C 
16. B 

 
 

TASK 2 (In this task, the important thing is whether or not the student has answered the question. The 

exact wording is not that important, as long as the key information highlighted in bold  is present.) 

 

17.  at hotels and design magazines. 

18.  30 feet of robin’s egg blue books. 
19.  is thriving. 
20.  takes paper and recycles it. 

21.  supply and demand. 
22.  black is the most common color. 
23.  pick/choose it from a color in the jacket design. 

24.  hot pink. 
25.  theater producers, stylists and wedding designers. 
26.  bold, long-lasting decisions. 

27.  were gluing/glued the books onto the shelves. 
28.  sophisticated library/libraries or (a) living room/living rooms. 
29.  subject or by author. 

30.  who you are and where you will go. 

 

 

MAXIMUM SCORE: 30 POINTS 
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PONT-ÁTSZÁMÍTÁS A HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE TESZTHEZ 

NYERS KONVERTÁLT PONTSZÁM  

 

30 32 

29 30 

28 28 

27 26 

26 24 

25 22 

24 20 

23 18 

22 16 

21 14 

20 12 

19 10 

18 8 

17 6 

16 4 

15 2 

14 0 

13 0 

12 0 

11 0 

10 0 

9 0 

8 0 

7 0 

6 0 

5 0 

4 0 

3 0 

2 0 

1 0 
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NYELVHASZNÁLATI TESZT – USE OF ENGLISH 

TASK 1  (1point each) 
 
1)  catch 

2)  point 

3)  master 

4)  hair 

5)  root 

 
 
 
 

TASK 2  (1point each) 
 
1)  both 

2)  b (a: should have to have) 

3)  a (b: disposed of) 

4)  both 

5)  a (b: solution adopted) 

6)  both 

7)  both 

8)  neither (a: desires of the poor / b: classmates of his) 

9)  b (a: No dog) 

10)  b (a: equals) 

 
 
 
 

TASK 3  (1point each) 
 
1)  c 

2)  b 

3)  b 

4)  d 

5)  a 

6)  b 

7)  a 

8)  d 

9)  c 

10)  b 
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TASK 4  (2 points an item) 
 
1)  so/as cowardly   // a man 

 such a   //  cowardly man 

2)  must/had to make do  // with what/the things 

3)  against being/getting (too)  // carried away by 
 not to be/get 

4)  in exchange for  // being allowed to/permission to 

5)  technical limitations/limits // to/on the amount of 

 
 
TASK 5 
 
1)  B  paid for  (2 points) 

2)  B be brought  (2 points) 

3)  A is digitizing  (2 points) 

4)  B of unemployed  (2 points) 

5)  D    (1 point) 

6)  D    (1 point) 

 
 
TASK 6  (1point each) 
 
1)  sleeping on 

2)  got round to 

3)  had run out on 

4)  jumped out at 

5)  bear with 
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OKTV  2015–2016  TAPESCRIPT 

 
TASK 1 
Matthew Stadlen: Sir Richard… Do people call you Sir Richard or Richard usually? 

Sir Richard Branson: Oh, Richard normally. 

Matthew Stadlen: Tell me one thing about yourself that we might not know about you. 

Sir Richard Branson: I’m a very keen kite surfer, love the sports, keeps me fit and healthy 
and … and I do it quite a lot in the Caribbean. 

Matthew Stadlen: Is that how you got into it, in the Caribbean? 

Sir Richard Branson: Yeah, I got into it about eight years ago when it was just invented as a 
sport, and it was pretty lethal, but I somehow survived. 

Matthew Stadlen: When you’re away from the UK, what do you miss most about it? 

Sir Richard Branson: Oh, family and friends, and I … and I … and yeah, and yeah, the 
theater, and yeah, good music, there is a lot to offer. 

Matthew Stadlen: Describe yourself in a sentence or two. 

Sir Richard Branson: Ah, I think that I’m somebody that has great difficulty saying no, I …, 
I … I love saying yes, and that has got me into … into trouble on occasions, but I love a new 

challenge. 

Matthew Stadlen: Tell me a little bit about trying to break records, what appeals to you 

about breaking records? 

Sir Richard Branson: Um, I think it’s the technological achievement, and it’s the personal 
achievement, it’s trying to achieve things that mankind has not achieved before, that’s been 

tremendous … I’ve had tremendous fun in my life doing it. 

Matthew Stadlen: Who’ve got you into breaking records? 

Sir Richard Branson: I suspect that it was my mum originally, I mean she would try and 
make you stand on your feet and she would shove you out of the car aged 6 and tell me to 
make my own way to grandma’s house, or shove me on a bicycle and tell me to ride two 

hundred miles, so she was determined that we did things ourself and we didn’t watch other 
people doing things. 

Matthew Stadlen: What is the best piece of advice that you’ve ever been given? 

Sir Richard Branson: Again, I think it was my mother’s advice and that was always to look 
to the best in people, never to criticize other people and she would, you know send me to the 

mirror, make me stand in front of the mirror and say it reflected badly on myself if I criticized 
somebody. 

Matthew Stadlen: What is the closest you have ever come to death? 
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Sir Richard Branson: I think it’s happened quite a lot. Um, I think on my balloon crossing 
of the Pacific, I lost half of the fuel, and the only way I could survive was find winds that 

would carry me at two hundred miles an hour across the Pacific, and, somehow or another I 
got extremely lucky and missed LA by four thousand miles, ended up in the Arctic, but … on 

a frozen lake, but I survived. 

Matthew Stadlen: Were you ambitious as a boy? 

Sir Richard Branson: Yeah, I’m not sure that the word “ambitious” is right, I … as a young 

lad, like a lot of young lads I wanted to change the world and I actually left school at fifteen 
to start a magazine, to try to … to campaign to stop the Vietnamese War, so I suppose, OK, I 

ha …, maybe I was slightly ambitious. 

Matthew Stadlen: Is there one business decision that you’ve made that’s been key in getting 
you to where you are now? 

Sir Richard Branson: I think, I um… starting an airline. I flew a lot in other people’s 
airlines, I ran a record company, I hated the experience and I think you know Virgin Atlantic 

really put Virgin on the map globally. 

Matthew Stadlen: How much time do you actually spend running your business interests? 

Sir Richard Branson: I’ve delegated most of my business interests, most of my time is now 

spent on … not for profit ventures, so setting up social enterprises around the world … the 
Elders, the Carbon War Room, Centre for Disease Control in Africa, the OceanicElders, and I 

can … I find that’s absolutely fascinating. 

Matthew Stadlen: Do you think you have to be sometimes ruthless to get to where you are to 
get to where you’ve got? 

Sir Richard Branson: I think that being ruthless is counter productive, I think people like to 
deal with people who, you know, play fair, and I think it’s the …the stereotype of …you 

know … the ruthless entrepreneur pushing their way to the top, I don’t think that’s an 
accurate portrayal of how to get to the top. 

Matthew Stadlen: Are you tough, though? 

Um … maybe, you know if I’m taking on British Airways, I’ll … I’ll … I’ll … I’ll be tough, 
I’ll fight my corner. 

Matthew Stadlen: Can you train or teach someone to be an entrepreneur or are you just born 
an entrepreneur, do you think? 

Sir Richard Branson: I think … I think entrepreneurs can become entrepreneurs just by 

getting out there and doing it. 

Matthew Stadlen: Do you think the UK is a good place to be setting up a business … now? 

Sir Richard Branson: I think the UK is a very good place to be setting up a business, and we 
need to be setting up lots more businesses, particularly I think in the Internet world, we don’t 
have those great Internet entrepreneurs we should have. 

Matthew Stadlen: What’s it like being an billionaire? 
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Sir Richard Branson: It’s got a lot of responsibility, but it enables me to do things which, 
hopefully I can feel proud of and make a difference in the world. 

Matthew Stadlen: Can you ever have enough money? 

Sir Richard Branson: Um, you only need one breakfast, one lunch, one …one dinner …and 

… therefore, you know the money aspect is not actually not that important. 

Matthew Stadlen: Has wealth changed you? 

Sir Richard Branson: Um … it’s given me the freedom to do the things I want to do, and 

hopefully to … hopefully to make a difference in the world. 

Matthew Stadlen: Just quickly tell me, apart from kite surfing what else do you do in your 

free time … four seconds? 

Sir Richard Branson: Tennis, skiing, all sports, ballooning, any kind sporting activity I love. 

Matthew Stadlen: And that is five minutes, thank you very much. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-17401307 

 
 
TASK 2 

On shelves throughout the land, books are being organized not by topic or author but by the 
color of their spines. Color-blocking books is a design trend that began a dozen years ago at 
hotels and in design magazines but continues to grow in popularity. Although it’s a bit of a 
hot potato in the design world, it’s a popular topic on blogs and on Pinterest. DIYers stalk 

estate sales for old books, peeling off the jackets to see what color hides underneath. 

The demand has spawned a host of online businesses that will sell you a shelf’s worth of 
black books for a library or a row of tangerine books for a sun room. One designer recently 

contacted BooksbytheFoot.com looking for 30 feet of robin’s egg blue books. 

Chuck Roberts, president of Wonder Book, a Frederick company that buys and sells books 
and also owns BooksbytheFoot.com, says the color-coded book business is thriving. “We had 

many books that nobody would buy to read. This re-purposes books we can’t sell for reading 
or collecting. This gives a lot of books one more chance; many would otherwise be sent to a 
pulper, who takes paper and recycles it.” Roberts says prices vary based on supply and 

demand. Because black is the most common color, it costs about $12.99 a foot (about $1.10 
per book). Gray, a popular color for interiors, runs about $69.99 a foot. Roberts says lime 

green, sea foam and pink are more difficult colors to stock in bulk. 

Choosing the color of the book is part of publishers’ design process. “For the most part, we 
pick our cover color from a color in the jacket design,” says Suet Chong, a senior design 
manager at HarperCollins Publishers. “The most common colors are blues, greens and 

blacks.” But she says some colors are specifically requested by the author, such as the former 
Playboy Bunny who insisted on hot pink for her memoir. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-17401307
http://www.booksbythefoot.com/index.asp
http://www.wonderbk.com/
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Nancy Martin started selling color-coded books on her Etsy site Decades of Vintage about a 
year ago. Her clients are designers, homeowners, theater producers, stylists and wedding 

designers. “I grew up around books. We always had old books around that were pretty,” she 
says. Martin says her most popular sellers are blue, green and turquoise. Red is the easiest to 

find and the hardest to sell. “It’s an easy way to introduce color into a room without making 
bold, long-lasting decisions.” One hotel chain told Roberts they wanted red books for all their 
presidential and ambassador suites. Martin says: “I made a joke. ‘If someone spends $400 a 

night, and they see a book they want, they might take it with them.’ But it turns out that would 
not be possible. They were gluing them onto the shelves.” 

The books by color idea gets mixed reviews in the design community. “It’s definitely a trend 

that can work in some interiors, like kids’ rooms,” says Joe Ireland, a Washington designer. 
“For a sophisticated library or living room, it’s a bit gimmicky.” 

Bethesda designer Kelley Proxmire just arranged bookshelves for a client’s home office in 

Falls Church. “We took off the covers and organized them according to the spines.” says 
Proxmire. “The client just loves color.” The pink, black, yellow, white and green books are 
grouped separately.  

“Personally I prefer my books to be more organized by subject or by author so it’s easy for 

me to find the book that I need,” Charles Almonte, a Silver Spring designer, wrote in an e-
mail.  

And then there are those who see books as more than accessories. “The books in your home 

tell the story of who you are and where you will go,” Boyds designer Lynni Megginson wrote 
in an e-mail. “Why try to color-coordinate something so wonderful?” 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/home/organizing-books-by-color-which-camp-are-

you-in/2015/08/03/e3688b04-37a1-11e5-9d0f-7865a67390ee_story.html?tid=sm_fb 
 

 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/DecadesOfVintage
http://jdireland.com/
http://kelleyinteriordesign.com/home
http://www.charlesalmonte.com/
http://www.lynni.net/


OKTV WRITING TASKS – RATING SCALE 

 

 TASK ACHIEVEMENT COHERENCE AND COHESION GRAMMAR AND SPELLING VOCABULARY 

7  Task fully elaborated 

 Contains relevant and original thoughts 

 Meets text type requirements  

 

 Clear, logical organisation of ideas 

 Fully cohesive on paragraph level 

including appropriate introduction and 

conclusion 

 Excellent sentence level cohesion 

 Wide range of appropriately used linking 

devices 

 Wide range of structures 

 Accurate use of structures  

 Accurate spelling and punctuation 

 

 Sophisticated use of extensive 
range of vocabulary 

 Accurate use of vocabulary 

including collocations and 

expressions 

 Fully relevant vocabulary 

 

6     

5  Task mostly elaborated 

 Contains some irrelevant parts 

 Meets text type requirements with some 
inconsistencies 

 

 Mostly logical organisation of ideas 

 Appropriate introduction and conclusion 

with some paragraph level cohesion 

 Good sentence level cohesion  

 Good range of linking devices, 

occasionally used inappropriately 

 

 Good range of structures  

 Occasional minor mistakes that do not 

hinder communication 

 Mostly correct spelling and punctuation 

 

 Natural use of good range of 

vocabulary 

 Occasional minor mistakes that 
do not hinder understanding  

 Mostly relevant vocabulary 

 

4     

3  Task only partly elaborated 

 Contains many irrelevant parts and 
unimportant details 

 Many inconsistencies in text type 

 

 Ideas often not logically organised 

 Introduction or conclusion is missing with 
frequent lack of paragraph level cohesion 

 Some sentence level cohesion  

 Limited range of linking devices OR 

linking devices often used inappropriately  
 

 Limited range of grammatical structures 

 Many minor mistakes OR some major 
mistakes 

 Persistent spelling and/or punctuation 

mistakes 

 

 Limited range of vocabulary 

 Occasional major and minor 
mistakes sometimes hindering 

understanding 

 Occasionally irrelevant 

vocabulary 

2     

1  Task not elaborated, only one or two 

details mentioned 

 Mostly irrelevant parts 

 Inconsistent text type 

 

 No logical organisation of ideas 

 No paragraphs at all 

 Mostly inaccurate sentence level cohesion 

 No linking elements OR linking devices 

mostly used inappropriately  
 

 No range of structures 

 Frequent mistakes that hinder 
communication  

 Frequent incorrect spelling and 

punctuation 

 No range of vocabulary 

 Frequently inaccurate 

 Frequently irrelevant 

vocabulary 

 
 

0  No assessable language OR 

 Task misunderstood OR 

 Less than half the required length  

 If Task Achievement is ‘0’, award ‘0’ 
overall. 

 

 If Task Achievement is ‘0’, award ‘0’ 
overall. 

 

 

 If Task Achievement is ‘0’, 
award ‘0’ overall. 

 

 

 Awarding of points: to achieve (for example) 7 points in a category, all the requirements detailed in that box must be met. Marks for the 
‘blank’ bands (i.e. 6, 4 and 2) will be awarded when the requirements are met from a combination of the upper and lower bands.  

 Written work will be assessed by two independent markers.        


